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Dr. Christian Stumpp          


Head of Business Development          











Call at


+49 1578 5515767              








E-Mail to


bd@intavispeptides.com              




book a meeting









Contact Us
















Tailored Peptide Solutions


Peptides tailored to your research.




Get your quote
























Mission

Peptides for life        





In recent decades, peptides have increasingly caught the attention of the scientific and medical community due to the growing realization of their great therapeutic potential. While today, some of the most successful drugs are based on peptides, they harbor even more potential as they can be effectively tailored to individual patient needs. Hence, there is an ever-growing need to transfer peptide research from bench to bedside.

This is what we at Intavis Peptide Services live for: our goal is to provide researchers and healthcare professionals with the tools they need to harness the full potential of peptides in both laboratory research and clinical trials.
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Laboratory
research        


Easy, reliable and cost-effective        


Find out more














GMP-grade
Peptides        


Customized at the highest standard        


Find out more











Coming in 2024






Fill & Finish        


Tailored Fill & Finish        


Find out more











Coming in 2024




















Services

From inception to product – our tailored service        









Every research project presents unique challenges, and in particular, when it comes to peptide synthesis, numerous parameters must be carefully considered to ensure success. Pushing the frontier of science often requires bespoke products.

Over three decades, we have developed a unique set of skills and expertise in customized peptide synthesis, allowing us to provide consultative support at every stage of your project. In 2024, we will complement our capabilities by adding GMP grade peptide production and aseptic fill&finish, offering services from the conception to the final (drug) product.











Learn more
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Career

Join Intavis Peptide Services        









Intavis Peptide Services is a small but rapidly-growing biotech company that specializes in producing customized peptides for both laboratory and clinical research. At Intavis Peptide Services, we believe in the power of peptides to create new treatments and therapies that can help change people’s lives for the better.













As we continue to grow, we are on the lookout for talented individuals, who share our passion for innovation and are ready to make a difference. If you are looking for a challenging and rewarding career in a dynamic and innovative field, Intavis Peptide Services may be the perfect fit for you.












Join us and help shape the future of peptide synthesis and peptide clinical trials!
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Full time      


CTA, PTA or chemical laboratory technician (M/F/D)
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Full time      


CTA/BTA/PTA or chemical laboratory technician (M/F/D)
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Full time      


CTA/Peptide Chemist in the office (M/F/D)
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Full time      


IT - Production Engineer (M/F/D)
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Full time      


Mikrobiologe (M/W/D)
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Full time      


Pharmaceutical technician (M/W/D)








                
  





The power of collaboration.

Customers, Partners & References        
















Intavis Peptide Services is a peptide solution supplier based in Tübingen, Germany. We specialize in custom peptide synthesis for universities and private companies worldwide with extensive public agency support. Our network of partners, who provide expertise, vision, and drive to further push peptide research projects is one of our key success factors.

Below you will find a selection of our longstanding custumers, funding partners, networks and references to our work.
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Explore our references









Peptides tailored to your research

Order your peptides        
















Click order and a form will pop-up so you can enter your sequence directly. Alternatively upload a document listing your peptides or conjugates.




Get Quote





















































Download our File-Template







Mandatory field Your name*






Mandatory field Your E-Mail*






Company / Institution      





Your message      




Don't fill this field	Don't fill this fieldDon't fill this field







With the use of this form you agree to the storage and processing of your data by this website. You also agree to be contacted and agree to our Privacy Policy.*          








get a quote / send order
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Dr. Christian Stumpp      


Head of Business Development      











Call at


+49 1578 5515767          








E-Mail to


bd@intavispeptides.com          




book a meeting
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Cookie Settings

This website uses cookies, to ensure functionality and security of this website. Detailed information about the use of cookies on this website can be found in the privacy policy.
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